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Large language models (LLMs) are trained on broad corpora and then used in communities with specialized

norms. Is providing LLMs with community rules enough for models to follow these norms? We evaluate

LLMs’ capacity to detect (Task 1) and correct (Task 2) biased Wikipedia edits according to Wikipedia’s Neutral

Point of View (NPOV) policy. LLMs struggled with bias detection, achieving only 64% accuracy on a balanced

dataset. Models exhibited contrasting biases (some under- and others over-predicted bias), suggesting distinct

priors about neutrality. LLMs performed better at generation, removing 79% of words removed by Wikipedia

editors. However, LLMs made additional changes beyond Wikipedia editors’ simpler neutralizations, resulting

in high-recall but low-precision editing. Interestingly, crowdworkers rated AI rewrites as more neutral (70%)

and fluent (61%) than Wikipedia-editor rewrites. Qualitative analysis found LLMs sometimes applied NPOV

more comprehensively than Wikipedia editors but often made extraneous non-NPOV-related changes (such as

grammar). LLMs may apply rules in ways that resonate with the public but diverge from community experts.

While potentially effective for generation, LLMs may reduce editor agency and increase moderation workload

(e.g., verifying additions). Even when rules are easy to articulate, having LLMs apply them like community
members may still be difficult.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); Empirical stud-
ies in HCI; Empirical studies in collaborative and social computing;Wikis; • Computing methodolo-
gies → Artificial intelligence; Natural language processing;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: artificial intelligence, Wikipedia, large language models, content modera-

tion

1 INTRODUCTION
Large language models (LLMs) are trained on large corpora and then used within communities that

have their own norms. To steer models towards specific norms and values, there is a growing trend

of stating high-level rules as prompts. For example, Constitutional AI [1] involves providing the

model with a set of rules that it uses to critique and then revise its own outputs. But is providing

high-level rules sufficient to steer models toward community norms?

The challenge of going from high-level rules—like Wikipedia’s Neutral Point of View (NPOV)

policy—to specific cases mirrors earlier debates in human-AI interaction and beyond. For instance,

Lucy Suchman’s 1987 “Plans and Situated Actions” framework [45] contrasted predetermined

procedures derived from universal principles (“plans”) with context-dependent actions based on

concrete circumstances (“situated actions”). She argued that AI systems execute plans, while humans

perform situated actions. This distinction relates to James Scott’s [41] concept of “seeing like a

state”—the idea that the large-scale plans of centralized authorities often break down when faced

with complex, local realities. The tension between universal plans and situated, local actions is
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relevant to deploying general-purpose LLMs in communities like Wikipedia. On Wikipedia, many

decisions involve messy and contextual judgments [13, 46] rather than straightforward applications

of high-level rules. Is providing high-level rules to trillion-parameter models also insufficient for

navigating particular NPOV cases?

We test how well general-purpose LLMs can be steered to apply NPOV policy.
1
The broader

NPOV policy encompasses various complex assessments (e.g., covering viewpoints in proportion

to their prominence in reliable sources). Here, we focus on one specific subtask: debiasing language.

Specifically, we evaluate large language models on their ability to: (1) detect edits that include

non-neutral language and (2) generate NPOV-compliant edits from biased ones. Evaluating LLMs

on Wikipedia’s NPOV policy is an interesting test case of model abilities for three reasons. First,

LLMs are used in widely different communities. An open question is whether these models can be

steered—with no task-specific fine-tuning—toward following community policies or guidelines.

Second, detecting and generating non-neutral language requires nuance that goes beyond literal

meaning. This task probes how well LLMs can apply natural language pragmatics and mirror the

nuanced decisions of community members. Third, Wikipedia’s NPOV has a unique tension: while

clearly-articulated and well-documented in theory, it is complex in practice [36, 46]. Adjudicating

neutrality is nuanced. To what extent can LLMs, absent fine-tuning, apply clearly articulated but

nuanced community policies?

1.1 Findings
To test whether LLMs could applyWikipedia’s NPOV policy, we conducted detection and generation

experiments. In both experiments, LLM decisions and edits were compared against an existing

corpus of NPOV edits byWikipedia editors, also known asWikipedians. In the detection experiment,

we used ChatGPT 3.5, Mistral-Medium, and GPT-4 to classify whether edits violated NPOV, varying

the amount of policy detail and example decisions provided. In the first generation experiment, we

used GPT-4 (using both Zero-Shot and Constitutional AI approaches) to neutralize NPOV-violating

edits. We used computational metrics to compare the LLM-neutralized edits to the Wikipedian-

neutralized edits. In the second generation experiment, humans gave masked evaluations of LLM

and Wikipedian rewrites. We also conducted a qualitative analysis of LLM vs. Wikipedian rewrites

to better understand differences in how each neutralizes text. We summarize our main findings

and implications below:

(1) Large language models largely failed at neutrality detection. Across models, prompts,

and optimization strategies, performance was low (64% accuracy for the best prompt; the

dataset was balanced so random chance accuracy is 50%). Analysis of LLM rationales and

errors suggested LLMs relied (sometimes to a fault) on simple heuristics like the presence

of a highly subjective adjective. Perhaps modern models still struggle with applying subtle

rules to real-world cases without task-specific training.

(2) Models exhibited biases that persisted across prompts. ChatGPT 3.5 over-predicted

edits as biased, and Mistral-Medium did the opposite. GPT-4 was balanced. Pretrained

LLMs may internalize distinct priors about what constitutes neutrality that persist across

prompts. Understanding model idiosyncrasies is crucial. It is not clear that, when a new

model appears on the scene, we will know what its priors are.

(3) LLMs applied rules in different ways than expert editors. Computational experiments

showed LLMs generally did remove words that Wikipedia editors removed in the generation

phase. But LLMs also made many other changes. Crowdworkers also rated Constitutional

AI (CAI)-generated rewrites as adding unnecessary information more frequently than

1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Neutral_point_of_view
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Wikipedian rewrites. In other words, LLM editors are high-recall but low-precision. And

while Wikipedians make more removals than additions, LLM editors do the opposite. One

risk for large-scale deployment of models within communities is that they may follow rules

in different ways than community members would.

(4) Crowd-workers preferred LLM neutralizations toWikipedia-editor neutralizations.
Given the finding that LLMs generally made more changes than Wikipedia editors, we

conducted human experiments to understand if these generations are in fact preferred to

Wikipedian neutralizations. We find that crowd-workers prefer AI edits over human edits

on both fluency (61% of choices) and bias reduction (70% of choices). Instruction-tuned

models may be highly capable of applying rules in ways that resonate with a broader public,

even if these applications differ from community experts.

(5) Qualitative analysis showed LLMs are ‘NPOV+’. To reconcile LLMs’ low detection

performance with high generation evaluations, we conducted a qualitative analysis. Despite

being instructed tomake onlyminimal (NPOV) changes, we find LLMsmademany additional

grammatical and stylistic edits that may have influenced participants’ judgments. This

maximalist editing approach could (1) increase labor costs as moderators may need to check

for AI hallucinations and (2) reduce editor agency due to extensive rewrites. But in other

cases, AI models arguably applied NPOV more faithfully than human editors (as judged by

the authors), possibly due to varying community norms on what would constitute neutrality.

These findings highlight tradeoffs in general-purpose LLM generations.

Our study has practical implications for Wikipedia, model builders, and perhaps for policy. For

Wikipedia, LLMs have low NPOV-violation detection accuracy but we see potential in generating

initial drafts of neutral content, with the caveats discussed above. We also found that LLMs applied

rules differently from Wikipedians yet were preferred by laypeople, indicating a potential tension

between reader and contributor satisfaction. For model builders, we suggest several actionable steps

to improve detection and generation abilities: Retrieval-augmented generation (e.g., incorporating

Wikipedia Talk page conversations to simulate editors’ community knowledge) or multi-agent sys-

tems [15, 17] (simulating Wikipedia-style debates) may enhance detection capabilities. Fine-tuning

models on expert feedback can increase alignment with domain specialists. Refining Constitutional

AI to emphasize preserving original text may improve revision precision. For policy, our findings

highlight the limitations of a “set and forget” approach for rules and AI systems. Human oversight

and stakeholder input are required to prevent LLMs from overstepping instructions, as LLMs may

generate content appealing to the general public but not to the intended community.

2 RELATEDWORK
We position our work in the context ofWikipedia neutrality research (2.1), automated moderation of

Wikipedia (2.2), and broader conversations around the role of general-purpose LLMs in community

moderation (2.3). Wikipedia’s Neutral Point of View (NPOV) policy, though clearly defined, is

often debated in practice [29, 36, 46, 47], making it a compelling test case for LLMs. While prior

work tested task-specific models on neutralizing NPOV violations [34, 37], we examine whether

general-purpose LLMs can neutralize NPOV violations. This task is timely given two trends. First,

LLMs excel at zero-shot annotation [9], motivating work on their ability to apply community

policies [2, 7, 21, 22]. We complement this work by testing LLMs on generation in addition to

detection, specifically in the Wikipedia context. Second, Wikipedia has historically used automated

moderation tools [52], but there are contentious internal debates about the use of ChatGPT [14].

Our study can inform these debates. More broadly, our work speaks to the opportunities and

limitations of using general-purpose LLMs to uphold nuanced community norms.
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2.1 Wikipedia’s Neutral Point of View (NPOV) Policy
Wikipedia is one of the most visited websites in the world [42]. It is a widely-regarded success

in peer production. It is well studied in CSCW and beyond [5, 19, 27, 29, 36, 46, 47]. To support a

crowd-sourced encyclopedia editable by anyone, Wikipedia developed many policies, processes,

and norms [6]. “Neutral Point of View” (NPOV) is one of the most central. For example, NPOV is

listed first among the three core content policies [51]. According to Wikipedia.org [55]:

“All encyclopedic content on Wikipedia must be written from a neutral point of view

(NPOV), which means representing fairly, proportionately, and, as far as possible,

without editorial bias, all the significant views that have been published by reliable

sources on a topic.”

Jimmy Wales (a co-founder of Wikipedia) has said [48] [29, p. 5]:

“So how do we do this? . . .How does it work? . . .So the biggest and the most
important thing is our neutral point of view policy. This is something that

I set down from the very beginning, as a core principle of the community that’s

completely not debatable.”

NPOV is crucial for Wikipedia’s content quality. Wikipedia’s iterative revision process improves

neutrality over time [11]. This is due in part to the role of NPOV in defending against disinformation,

low-quality information [28, 44], and delineating fringe points of view [44]. The result is (1) a public

perception that Wikipedia editors are committed to unbiased information and (2) increased reader

trust [8].

Because of NPOV’s importance, Wikipedia goes to great lengths to codify exactly what a “neutral

point of view” means. Specifically, NPOV is described by a set of principles
2
[54]. These principles

are expounded and clarified in numerous FAQs, tutorials, and examples. Editors are trained in

NPOV before they can edit. And if an article violates NPOV, then it is flagged as “NPOV Disputed”

so that an editor can bring it into compliance. As a community norm, NPOV is clearly defined and

often invoked in day-to-day community activity. The ‘rules’ are clear.

However, despite its clear articulation, NPOV has always been complicated in practice. Reagle

claims that “in the Wikipedia culture, the notion of ‘neutrality’ is not understood so much as an

end result, but as a process” [36]. Wikipedia articles often go through many rewrites, with debates

occurring as to what constitutes neutrality. For example, over three years the Wikipedia entry for

‘clean coal technology’ had 39 distinct facts and 142 different rewrites of these facts [46]. Norm-

consistent Wikipedia content is often the result of conflict, coordination, and deliberation—more

complex than lone editors applying rules in isolation [19, 20, 29, 46, 47]. Past work [19] estimated

that 40% of Wikipedia edits are dedicated to coordination between Wikipedians (e.g., achieving

consensus). And despite NPOV being 5 principles, there are many pages and debates dedicated to

this topic [27].

Wikipedia’s NPOV policy is an interesting test case of general-purpose LLM abilities because of

a tension: It is both clear and nuanced. On one hand, NPOV is clearly defined and documented. In

theory, augmenting LLMs with the text of NPOV guidelines should enable LLMs to apply these

guidelines effectively. But even though NPOV is clear in theory, it is complex in practice. To what

extent, then, can general-purpose LLMs—absent any task-specific training—be steered to follow

nuanced community guidelines such as NPOV?

2
Avoid stating opinions as facts; Avoid stating seriously contested assertions as facts; Avoid stating facts as opinions; Prefer

nonjudgmental language; Indicate the relative prominence of opposing views.
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2.2 Automated Approaches to NPOV and Wikpedia Moderation
Researchers have developed algorithms to understand and ameliorate problems with Wikipedia arti-

cle content (e.g., [3, 12, 30, 39, 40, 49]). Most relevant to the present work, several papers specifically

tested whether models can neutralize NPOV-violating edits. Recasens et al. [37] experimented on a

subset of NPOV-violating edits where the bias was due to one word. Both humans and their system

struggled to guess the biased word (37% and 34% accuracy, respectively). Building on this result,

Pryzant et al. [34] collected a similar dataset of NPOV-violating edits and their corrections called

the Wikipedia Neutrality Corpus (WNC). We use this dataset in our work. Both projects [34, 37]

conducted experiments on a subset of edits in which the bias was attributable to only one word.With

the WNC corpus, a sequence-to-sequence system was trained to detect the NPOV-violating word

and then predict its replacement, achieving 46% generation accuracy (measured as the proportion

of generations that matched Wikipedia-editor rewrites).

Our study departs from these two studies in two ways. First, we conduct experiments on a more

representative set of NPOV-violating edits (i.e., not the one-word subset), which is arguably a

harder task. Second, we test whether general-purpose models, absent any task-specific training, can

perform this task. Both Recasens et al. and Pryzant et al. show that applying NPOV in a way that

matches how expert editors behave is difficult for both laypeople and task-specific NLP systems. In

our work, we can answer the question: How well can new generations of general-purpose LLMs

neutralize text?

Wikipedia already uses automated moderation tools [53], and our results can inform the benefits

and risks of using general-purpose LLMs. Past and current services include WikiTrust [52], an

extension that helped editors detect untrustworthy edits. The ORES project used machine learning

to rank the usefulness of edits [12]. The Automod project was an abuse detection model [35]. More

recently, Wikipedia editors have debated the utility of ChatGPT for generating Wikipedia edits [14].

By systematically evaluating NPOV detection and generation from general-purpose LLMs, our

results can add evidence to this debate, possibly informing community practice.

2.3 Pre-Trained LLMs for Community Content Moderation
Given how much content there is to moderate, platforms often employ automatic content mod-

eration tools such as Reddit’s AutoMod [16]. Because general-purpose LLMs show remarkable

zero-shot [9] and few-shot [4] capabilities even without fine-tuning (i.e., training the model on

task-specific data), it is reasonable to think general-purpose LLMs would be effective content

moderators. The zero-shot and few-shot capabilities of LLMs are useful, since fine-tuning requires

resources (compute, instances) that some communities may not have. Hence, online communi-

ties may rightfully wonder how well these off-the-shelf LLMs can apply their rules for online

moderation. Our work engages with this question.

Several studies have explored whether general-purpose LLMs can apply highly specific sets of

online community rules without fine-tuning. One study [21] tested whether LLM moderators can

detect rule-violating posts across nine subreddits when the rules of these subreddits are provided

to the LLM. Their system achieved a high true-negative rate (92%) but a low true-positive rate

(43%). A similar study found that ChatGPT 3.5 was 64% accurate in predicting subreddit moderation

decisions [23]. Cao et al. tested how well LLMs could detect rule violations of r/AskHistorians,

with precision and recall showing variance depending on the specific rule [7]. They also asked

moderators what would be an acceptable precision and recall of models for the models to be useful.

In general, moderators indicated models should have recall and precision above 70%. Although not

subreddit-specific, Barbarestani et al. found ChatGPT largely agrees with both crowds and experts

when detecting inappropriate words in Reddit comments [2]. However, when considering errors,
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they found that differences in subjective interpretations of appropriateness accounted for 41% of

the disagreement amongst experts but 69% of the disagreement between experts and ChatGPT. This

may suggest that some familiarity with the topic is required to apply nuanced guidelines reliably.

Our study complements and extends existing research on using general-purpose LLMs for online

community content moderation. It complements prior work by testing if general-purpose LLMs

can effectively apply Wikipedia NPOV. NPOV is both intrinsically important (being a central norm

to one of the most visited websites) and theoretically interesting (since it is highly documented

while also requiring nuanced reasoning to apply). Our study extends these works, too. In addition

to detection, we focus on how well LLMs can generate content consistent with a community’s rules.

As LLM usage grows, understanding the implications for generation within communities is crucial.

Because LLMs are explicitly trained for natural language generation, they may be more effective

at generation than detection. We conduct both computational and human subject experiments to

measure generative quality.

3 LLM BIAS DETECTION
To understand whether general-purpose LLMs can classify edits as neutral or biased, we conducted

classification experiments on a balanced sample of NPOV-violating edits and NPOV-compliant

rewrites. We find that across models and prompts, models largely failed to distinguish between

neutral and biased edits. Models exhibited contrasting failure modes, and model explanations

suggest they appeared to rely on heuristics such as the presence of a highly subjective adjective.

3.1 Dataset
The data for our detection and generation experiments come from the Wikipedia Neutrality Corpus

(WNC) [34]. The WNC is a collection of edit pairs: A biased edit (an edit flagged by an editor for

violating the NPOV) and a neutral edit (the rewrite an editor made to ensure NPOV compliance).

While NPOV is a set of multiple rules, the WNC consists of edits that violated a particular subset

of NPOV—biased language (framing, epistemological, and demographic bias). This stipulation is

useful for testing the abilities of LLMs. Unlike other NPOV rules (e.g., those concerning citations),

a violation of neutral language does not require access to external information. For detection

experiments, we use the subset of these edits where the data also has tags for which topic an edit

belongs to (Appendix for Table 6 topic counts).

This WNC was collected by crawling Wikipedia revisions between 2004 and 2019. In an initial

pass, Pryzant et al. [34] filtered for revisions where editors provided a justification indicating an

NPOV violation. In subsequent filtering passes, Pryzant et al. [34] excluded revisions below a

minimal and above a maximal number of characters and applied additional rules to maximize the

probability that the change was related to bias in particular (e.g., excluding revisions that involved

references).

3.2 Experiment Setup
We conducted a multi-model prompt experiment (𝑁 = 5,348 annotations) where the task was to

classify if a given Wikipedia edit was biased or neutral. Our two experimental factors were (Factor
1) the definition given to an LLM on what constitutes neutrality, and (Factor 2) whether or not
we provided examples (i.e., few-shot or zero-shot). The rationale for varying definitions is that

we are interested in whether augmenting LLMs with community-specific definitions of neutrality

increases adherence to community-specific norms. The rationale for our second factor is to test

whether providing example decisions from a community helps models adhere to these community

norms. Appendix B has all the prompts we used in this paper.
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Factor 1: Definitions
– Minimal definition (Minimal)
– Wikipedia’s Neutral Point of View definition (NPOV)
– Wikipedia’s definition focused on neutral language (NPOV-Scoped)

Factor 2: Examples
– No examples: Zero-shot (ZeroShot)
– With examples: 10-shot examples from the same topic (10-Shot)

We employed three models: gpt-4-0125-preview, gpt-3.5-turbo, and mistral-medium-latest. We

refer to these as GPT-4, ChatGPT 3.5, andMistral-Medium from here on. We chose these on the basis

that—at the time of this study—the first is a state-of-the-art LLM, the second is commonly used

(largely due to speed and cost), and the third is from a popular open-source developer. For each

of the 18 (model × definition × example) combinations, we classify a balanced (between biased

edits and neutralized rewrites) sample of 300 edits stratified by topic, yielding 5,400 attempted

classifications. For each classification, we instruct the model to return the correct label (‘neutral’ or

‘biased’), a rationale, and the policy violated (if the prompt contains policies). Of 5,400 attempted

annotations, 5,358 yielded compliant annotations (i.e., one of the two classes). We classified this

number of edits due to API costs; we wanted to use more expensive state-of-the-art models such as

GPT-4. Confidence intervals for quantities of interest are narrow.

3.2.1 Factor 1: Definitions Provided. The minimal prompt relies on LLMs’ learned knowledge

only, providing no Wikipedia-specific definitions or examples. This condition reveals how well

general-purpose LLMs apply NPOV without additional context. The NPOV prompt provides LLMs

with Wikipedia’s verbatim NPOV guidelines. Comparing the performance between the minimal
and NPOV conditions estimates how much simple prompting can align general-purpose notions of

neutrality with community-specific norms. Since the WNC focuses on neutral language violations,

a subset of NPOV violations, we created a third prompt condition: NPOV-Scoped. This prompt

gives LLMs Wikipedia’s NPOV guidelines and additional language from Pryzant et al. [34] on the

specific types of non-neutral language (framing, epistemological, and demographic bias) in the

dataset. Comparing NPOV-Scoped to NPOV reveals how much guideline specificity improves

classification accuracy.

3.2.2 Factor 2: Examples Provided. Few-shot learning can improve model performance [4]. We test

whether augmenting the model with editors’ prior decisions increases accuracy. In the few-shot

condition, we select a random sample of 10 edits and their labels from the same topic, as neutrality

norms may differ by topic due to factors like similar editors or content.

3.3 Experiment Results
All models performed poorly and prompts made little difference (Table 1; Figure 1a). Across all

conditions, the accuracy was 0.58. Averaging across models, ChatGPT 3.5 performed the worst

with accuracy at 0.55 and GPT-4 performed the best at 0.61. The top combination was GPT-4 with

a zero-shot NPOV prompt (0.63). For each of the models, there were no statistically significant

differences in accuracy between prompt conditions, based on p-values from two-tailed permutation

tests. Models were more accurate for biased edits (0.63, 95% CI = [0.61, 0.65]) than neutral edits

(0.53, 95% CI =[0.51, 0.55]), 𝑝 < 0.001 from two-tailed permutation tests.

We ran a logistic regression (Appendix Table 7) modeling accuracy as a function of definitions,

few-shot or zero-shot, model, topic, edit word count, and normalized edit distance tertile. Normalized

edit distance is the edit distance between NPOV-violating and compliant edits, divided by the longer

string’s length. Higher values indicate that it took more characters to bring the NPOV-violating
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Fig. 1. Graphical summaries of model performance and predictions.
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(b) Proportion of edits predicted to be biased. Error bars are 95% CIs.

Table 1. Accuracy of models and prompts. SEs are in parentheses.

Prompt Minimal NPOV NPOVScoped

Examples ZeroShot FewShot ZeroShot FewShot ZeroShot FewShot

Model

ChatGPT 3.5 0.57 (0.029) 0.56 (0.029) 0.53 (0.029) 0.55 (0.029) 0.53 (0.029) 0.57 (0.029)

MistralMedium 0.57 (0.029) 0.61 (0.028) 0.60 (0.029) 0.57 (0.029) 0.59 (0.029) 0.58 (0.029)

GPT-4 0.59 (0.028) 0.61 (0.028) 0.63 (0.028) 0.59 (0.028) 0.61 (0.028) 0.60 (0.028)

edit into compliance, so we may expect AI systems to find these edits easier to detect. Compared

to ChatGPT 3.5, GPT-4 (OR = 1.25, 95% CI = [1.09, 1.43]) and Mistral-Medium (OR = 1.15, 95% CI

= [1.01, 1.31]) were more accurate. Definitions and few-shot examples were not significant. Edit

word count was weakly associated with higher accuracy (OR = 1.10, 95% CI = [1.02, 1.18]). Medium

(OR = 1.86, 95% CI = [1.60, 2.16]) and high (OR = 1.43, 95% CI = [1.21, 1.70]) edit distance had

higher accuracy than low edit distance, suggesting models were better at detecting violations that

required more characters to correct. We also found that providing examples tempered ChatGPT

3.5’s predictions. Across zero-shot conditions, ChatGPT 3.5 predicted that 83% of classifications

were biased but across few-shot conditions, ChatGPT 3.5 predicted 59% were biased, two-tailed

permutation test 𝑝 < 0.001.

3.4 LLM Self-Optimizations
We experimented with more advanced reasoning techniques and LLM self-optimizations (see

Appendix B for these LLM-assisted prompts). First, we selected our top model (GPT-4) and the
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(a) Confusion matrices of models. Models showed different tendencies in the errors they made.
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(b) Testing whether models have unbalanced errors. We simulated a null hypothesis of evenly divided errors
using a binomial distribution, and then compared each model’s observed error balance to this distribution.
We rejected the null hypothesis of balanced errors for ChatGPT 3.5 and Mistral-Medium, but not for GPT-4.
For more details, see Appendix C.1

Fig. 2. Comparison of model performance using confusion matrices and binomial distribution tests.

NPOV and NPOV-Scoped prompts to use with chain-of-thought (CoT) reasoning and DSPy’s

‘BootstrapFewShot’ module. In CoT, a model is instructed to reason step by step to get to its answer,

which can improve performance [50]. DSPy [18] is a state-of-the-art framework for self-improving

prompt pipelines. In DSPy’s BootstrapFewShot module, the LLM will learn rationales for labeled

instances in a training phase. Then on the test set, instead of simply seeing an example and a

label (standard few-shot), the LLM will also see these ‘bootstrapped’ rationales when making

classifications. For both prompts, we tested 300 edits with a 70-30 train-test split and 20-shot

bootstrapped-rationales. (We doubled the number of examples from our 10-shot experiment to

amplify the effect of LLM-generated rationales.) The 20-shot augmented NPOV-Scoped prompt

achieved 64% accuracy on the held-out set (+1% higher but statistically indistinguishable from the

best unaugmented prompt); the 20-shot augmented NPOV prompt achieved 62% accuracy. We also

experimented with an LLM optimizing its prompt on its own. To do this, we used the COPRO

module from DSPy [18]. Briefly, a model is initialized with an initial minimal prompt, and then

in a training phase the model repeatedly generates and refines the prompt based on performance

on a subset of examples. We similarly used 300 examples with a 70-30 train-test split. The top

AI-generated prompt from the training phase achieved a test-set accuracy of 61%. For the rest of

the detection analysis, we analyze the results from our original experiments.

3.5 Model-Level Analysis
We based our evaluation on a balanced dataset of neutral and biased edits. In real-world applications,

models would encounter unbalanced data. We examined the error distribution of different models.

We find that not all models failed the same way (Figure 2a and Figure 2b). ChatGPT 3.5 was far more

likely than other models to predict that edits were biased when they were neutral. Mistral-Medium,

on the other hand, erred in the opposite direction. It over-predicted neutral edits. GPT-4 was
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Fig. 3. Edit difficulty was bimodal and models were more accurate for biased edits.

balanced. We assessed the statistical significance of these patterns with two-tailed binomial tests

(Appendix C.1; Figure 2b), rejecting a null hypothesis of balanced errors for ChatGPT 3.5 and

Mistral-Medium but not GPT-4. Note that prompts and specific edits were held constant, so these

differences in model predictions arise from the model itself. Our results suggest that prompting

may not be enough. If models have idiosyncrasies, these may persist through different prompts.

3.6 Edit-Level Analysis
We calculated the edit-level probability of correct classification (POCC) to identify which edits are

easier to detect (Figure 3). POCC is the probability of a model correctly classifying an edit across

all models and prompts. POCCs were bimodal (Figure 3), indicating that edits tend to be either easy

or hard to classify.

We conducted a qualitative analysis of ‘easy’ vs. ‘hard’ biased edits (i.e., top or bottom POCC

quartile). Top-POCC biased edits tend to have some highly subjective word that alerts models these

edits are biased. See below (emphasis added).

• “one of the central characters of the novel, akili kuwale, provides a brilliant demonstration of
this change and its implications, together with excellent characterization.”

• “environmentalists complain that before shipbreaking began there in june 1983 the beach at
alang was pristine and unspoiled.”

• “colchester has a proud tradition of its citizen volunteers serving in the territorial army.”

By contrast, low-POCC biased edits generally do not contain an overtly subjective adjective.

• “the bill protects americans against discrimination based on their genetic information when it
comes to health insurance and employment.”

• “confucianism (; pinyin: rxu ; literally means "the school of the scholars", see also names for
confucianism for details) is an east asian ethical and philosophical system derived from the
teachings of the early chinese sage confucius.”

• “they can see far over the great plains of illinois and across lake michigan on a clear day.”

3.7 Explanation-Level Analysis
We examined if interpretable features of LLM explanations correlate with accuracy (Appendix C.2

for variables and standardized logistic regression coefficients). We focused on three features:

• Complexity: (e.g., word count, LIWC [33] cognitive processing words, conjunctions [24])

• Prompt and rule reference: (e.g., SBERT [38] semantic similarity to prompt, NPOV-related

words)

• Subjective language (number of LIWC emotion words)
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Fig. 4. Words in an explanation with the most negative and most positive logit coefficients after a TF-IDF
logistic regression predicting accuracy. Positive coefficients are associated with accuracy.

Increased word count (OR = 0.80, 95% CI = [0.74, 0.86]) and more conjunctions (OR = 0.91, 95%

CI = [0.85, 0.96]) correlates with lower accuracy. Higher semantic similarity to the prompt (OR =

1.15, 95% CI = [1.07, 1.23]), NPOV-related words (OR = 1.12, 95% CI = [1.05, 1.20]), and emotion

words (OR = 1.09, 95% CI = [1.03, 1.15]) correlate with higher accuracy. These results suggest that

the depth of reasoning alone does not predict accuracy. Instead, LLMs performed better when their

rationales incorporated specific instructions and referenced relevant content. However, due to a

low pseudo-𝑅2
, we consider these findings preliminary.

We next conducted a TF-IDF logistic regression (Figure 4) to understand what specific words

in an explanation correlate with accuracy. We used an 80-20 train-test split over {Explanation, Is

Accurate} tuples and 5-fold cross-validated grid search to tune hyperparameters. The best model

achieved 0.8 accuracy, 0.8 precision, and 0.79 recall. Referencing highly subjective words such as

‘sadly’, were associated with accuracy. Occasionally, the model also flagged edits as biased when

they contained a subjective-sounding word even when the edit was itself not biased. As an example,

models misclassified the following edit as biased (emphasis added):

the advertisement called obama a hypocrite for not supporting armed guards in

schools while noting that the children of the us president receive special protection

by armed agents of the us secret service.

In this edit, the writer is referencing the advertisement—but LLMs flagged the edit as biased even

though it was factually recalling what an ad was saying. Here is GPT-4’s explanation:

The edit uses loaded language by calling Obama a ‘hypocrite’ which is an opinion

stated as a fact, and also uses judgmental language which violates the neutral point

of view policy.

These dynamics suggest LLMs relied (sometimes to a fault) on simple heuristics like the presence

of a highly subjective adjective. It is worth noting that LLMs did effectively identify the subjective-

sounding part of the text in many of these false positive cases. This suggests that general-purpose

LLMs may be able to neutralize biased text—but possibly at the cost of precision. That is what we

find in the next section.
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4 LLM NEUTRALITY GENERATION: COMPUTATIONAL EVALUATION
We evaluated LLMs’ ability to generate unbiased edits from biased ones using both automated

computational metrics and human experiments. Our computational evaluation revealed that AI

editors are high-recall but low-precision compared to Wikipedia editors. LLMs generally neutralize

non-neutral words but also make many more changes than humans do. We also found that models

apply NPOV differently from human editors. While human editors make more removals than

additions to neutralize edits, general-purpose LLMs have the opposite tendency.

4.1 Experiment Setup
We used our top-performing model (GPT-4) and the NPOV-Scoped

3
prompt to neutralize biased

Wikipedia edits. Specifically, we instructed the model to revise an NPOV-violating edit, varying two

factors. We varied (Factor 1) whether we conducted this generation using zero-shot reasoning or

Constitutional AI (CAI). In the latter, the model first critiqued why an edit violated NPOV and then

used that critique to revise the edit. Since initial results suggested LLMs changed more words than

human editors, we experimented with (Factor 2) instructions to only edit what was necessary. We

conducted this generation on 200 edits, varying both prompt type (CAI or Zero-Shot) and whether

to add constraining instructions (Yes or No), yielding 800 generations. For all conditions, we set the

temperature to zero to further reduce extraneous changes.

4.2 Measures
We evaluated both the intensity and accuracy of AI changes. To measure intensity, we computed (1)

‘AI Edit Distance’ as the normalized edit distance between the AI-neutralized edit and the original

NPOV-violating edit, (2) the word count of AI edits, and (3) the number of changed words (excluding

stopwords) in each edit by summing additions and deletions (this process discussed more below).

We compared these intensity metrics to analogous metrics for human-modified Wikipedia edits to

determine if AI makes more or fewer changes than human editors.

We evaluated the accuracy of AI edits by comparing them to Wikipedia editors’ changes, which

we treated as the gold standard. Our approach is similar to that of Pryzant et al. [34]. We first

computed differences (diffs) between the original biased edits (𝑤Bias

𝑖 ), human-modified edits (𝑤ModH

𝑖 ),

and AI-modified edits (𝑤ModAI

𝑖 ) using Python’s difflib library. ‘Diffs’ index substrings that were

removed or added. We focus on removals as a measure of neutrality adjustment. After preprocessing

diffs (lowercasing, stripping punctuation, removing stopwords) we defined sets 𝐴 (words removed

by AI) and 𝐵 (words removed by humans). From these, we define true positives (TP) as words
removed by both AI and humans (|𝐴 ∩ 𝐵 |); false positives (FP) as words removed by the AI that

were not removed by humans (|𝐴−𝐵 |); and false negatives (FN) as words removed by humans that

were not removed by AI (|𝐵 −𝐴|). We calculated various metrics based on these values (see Table 2).

We also computed the BLEU score (a standard machine translation metric) of AI edits, using human

edits as the reference text. We treated undefined precision metrics as 0, undefined recall metrics as

missing, and used BLEU-score smoothing from [25]. For robustness, we re-analyzed the data under

32 analysis decisions (Appendix Figure 10), yielding results similar to those in Table 4.

4.3 Experiment Results
Finding 1: AI changes more than humans. LLMs changed more than humans (Figure 5). AI edit

distance (𝑀 = 0.34, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.21) was larger than human edit distance (𝑀 = 0.15, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.13), 𝑡 (799) =

24.06, 𝑝<0.001, Cohen’s 𝑑 = 0.85. Considering both additions and removals, AI made more changes

3
We used this prompt since GPT-4 performance did not significantly differ between any prompt condition, but the dataset

contains violations of neutral language, in particular.
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Table 2. Description of natural language generation accuracy metrics. These metrics compare AI neutral-
izations to neutralizations from Wikipedia editors, treating the latter as the gold standard. To distinguish:
‘Similarity’ compares changes from the original edit, while ‘BLEU Score’ compares the final edits’ similarity.

Metric Practical Interpretation Operationalization

Precision Does AI change only what is needed? TP/(TP + FP)
Recall Does AI ‘catch’ words that human editors flag? TP/(TP + FN)
F1 A balance (harmonic mean) of precision and recall 2 · Precision·Recall

Precision+Recall
Similarity How similar are AI changes to human ones? |𝐴 ∩ 𝐵 |/|𝐴 ∪ 𝐵 |
BLEU Score How similar is AI-generated text to human text? Common machine-translation metric [32]

Non Disjoint Are AI changes at least somewhat accurate? 1 if |𝐴 ∩ 𝐵 | > 0; 0 otherwise

Table 3. Statistics of AI edit intensity with mean and SD in parentheses. Edit distance is the normalized
edit distance between the NPOV-violating text and the neutralization. ‘N Changes’ is the number of words
(excluding stopwords) that the edit changed (i.e., additions plus removals).

Prompt Type Is Constrained Edit Distance N Changes Word Count

CAI N 0.56 (0.17) 25.88 (16.75) 47.27 (28.97)

CAI Y 0.35 (0.17) 12.94 (9.35) 30.17 (16.03)

ZeroShot N 0.29 (0.15) 10.52 (7.67) 28.65 (15.26)

ZeroShot Y 0.18 (0.12) 6.18 (5.07) 28.05 (14.79)
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Fig. 5. Automated metrics regarding the intensity of edits. The horizontal line is the average for Wikipedian
rewrites. Error bars are 95% CIs.

(𝑀 = 13.88, 𝑆𝐷 = 12.91) than humans (𝑀 = 3.79, 𝑆𝐷 = 4.01), 𝑡 (799) = 22.10, 𝑝<0.001, Cohen’s 𝑑 =

0.78. Driven by CAI, AI edits were longer (𝑀 = 33.53, 𝑆𝐷 = 21.19) than human edits (𝑀 = 27.53, 𝑆𝐷

= 14.98), 𝑡 (799) = 10.87, 𝑝<0.001, Cohen’s 𝑑 = 0.38. See Appendix Table 9 for regressions and Table 3

for descriptive statistics. CAI makes more changes than zero-shot and constraining instructions

are more effective in reducing changes for CAI than for zero-shot.

Finding 2: Humans are more likely to remove while AI is more likely to add. We find

different editing patterns for AI vs human editors (Figure 6). AI additions (𝑀 = 8.04, 𝑆𝐷 = 9.33) were

higher than removals (𝑀 = 5.83, 𝑆𝐷 = 4.61), 𝑡 (799) = 8.86, 𝑝<0.001, Cohen’s 𝑑 = 0.31. Meanwhile,

human removals (𝑀 = 2.40, 𝑆𝐷 = 2.31) were higher than additions (𝑀 = 1.39, 𝑆𝐷 = 2.14), 𝑡 (199) =
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Table 4. Comparing the accuracy of AI edits to edits by Wikipedia editors. In general, conditions had higher
recall than precision.

Prompt Type Is Constrained Precision Recall F1 Similarity Non Disjoint BLEU

CAI N 0.29 0.89 0.44 0.27 0.90 0.23

CAI Y 0.36 0.82 0.50 0.33 0.86 0.44

ZeroShot N 0.37 0.77 0.50 0.34 0.82 0.48

ZeroShot Y 0.47 0.67 0.56 0.41 0.76 0.64
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Fig. 6. AI tends to neutralize edits via adding words and humans tend to neutralize edits via removing words.
Error bars are 95% CIs.

7.34, 𝑝<0.001, Cohen’s 𝑑 = 0.52. Condition-level dynamics of additions and removals (Appendix

Figure 9; Appendix Table 11) are similar to Finding 1.

Finding 3: AI changes are high recall but low precision.Across AI conditions, recall (0.79; 95%
CI = [0.76-0.81]) was twice as high as precision (0.37; 95% CI = [0.35-0.40]). While AI editors remove

content that human editors remove AI editors also make many other changes that human editors

do not. See Table 4 for condition-level breakdowns and see Appendix Table 10 for regressions.

5 LLM NEUTRALITY GENERATION: HUMAN EVALUATION
AI editors make more changes than human editors. But what do people prefer? We conducted a

controlled experiment to address this question
4
. Participants were shown one edit that initially

violated NPOV and two sets of (masked) annotated revisions—one from a Wikipedia editor, and

one from an AI condition (Zero-Shot and CAI, both with constraints). Participants rated rewrites

on: (1) bias reduction; (2) adding/removing information from the original; (3) fluency. Participants

chose AI edits as being more neutral and fluent than human ones.

5.1 Experiment Setup
Participants. We recruited 147 participants through Prolific, a crowdsourcing platform. Each

participant completed 10 trials. Participants received $3.33. Pilot tests indicated the experiment

would take 11 minutes. This sample size was larger than that required by Orme’s rule of thumb [31]

4
This experiment was approved by our university’s IRB.
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for discrete choice experiments. We restricted our study to users who: were over 18 years old,

lived in the United States, completed more than 100 Prolific tasks, and had a 98%+ approval rating.

An ideal sample would be a large group of Wikipedians, but this is quite difficult to assemble.

Instead, we turn to a sample approximating Wikipedia’s readership—which can inform some

central questions of this work but has limitations around others. These limitations are discussed

further in subsequent sections.

Procedure. Participants began on a page that described the study. After providing informed

consent, they read an introduction to neutral language on Wikipedia. After this introduction, they

completed a training module where they rated the neutrality of 3 edits [-2, 2] and received feedback

and an explanation after each of these examples. After the training module, participants continued

to the main task. For each trial, participants saw one original edit and two visually annotated

revisions—one from a Wikipedia editor, and one from an AI condition (in a randomized order and

masked). 44 sets of the form {Original Biased Edit, Human-Modified Edit, Zero-Shot Modified Edit,

CAI-Modified Edit} were used for the experiment.
5
First, participants selected which rewrite most

increased neutrality. Second, participants answered whether each rewrite (A) removed information

from the original edit (yes/no) and (B) added information to the original edit (yes/no), excluding
changes that increased the neutrality of the edit. Third, participants picked which rewrite was most

fluent. At the end of the 10 trials, participants were also fully debriefed and asked to guess what

proportion of time other participants said the AI edit increased neutrality more than the human

edit (to see if AI outperformed lay expectations).

Analysis. For answers involving choosing between two edits (fluency and neutrality), we first

conducted binomial tests on whether the proportion of cases a participant chose the AI edit differed

from 0.5. We also modeled participants’ selections with a conditional logistic regression (clogit
function from the R package, survival), as is common for choice data [43]. Analysis approaches

agreed. We compared the frequencies of an edit adding or removing information via 𝜒2 tests.

5.2 Experiment Results
Label Quality. Participants completed the task in a median of 19 minutes (𝑀 = 21, 𝑆𝐷 = 9). The
median correctness for the three training questions was 2 (𝑀 = 2, 𝑆𝐷 = 1). Agreement was generally

high. The proportion of respondents agreeing with the majority answer for each question was as

follows: neutrality (𝑀𝑑𝑛 = 0.75, 𝑀 = 0.74, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.13), fluency (𝑀𝑑𝑛 = 0.68, 𝑀 = 0.69, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.13),
additions (𝑀𝑑𝑛 = 0.72, 𝑀 = 0.72, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.12), and removals (𝑀𝑑𝑛 = 0.64, 𝑀 = 0.66, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.11).
We conducted robustness checks (Appendix Table 15) where we re-analyzed data after excluding

participants with duration below the first quartile and including only those participants who got

every training module question correct. Main results are highly similar to using the full dataset.

See Appendix E.1 for participant demographics.

Neutrality. See Table 5 and Figure 7b for raw data and Figure 7 for logistic regression odds

ratios. Participants rated AI edits as more neutral than human edits in 70% of zero-shot choices (95%

CI = [67, 73]) and 69% of CAI choices (95% CI = [66, 72]), 𝑝 < 0.0001 for both by two-tailed binomial

tests and conditional logistic regressions. After our initial (surprising) results, we conducted a

pilot study to rule out the possibility that the preference for AI edits was simply an artifact of

forcing participants to choose between edits rather than allowing a “both equal” option. We find

the proportional gap (probability of choosing the AI-generated edit over the human one) replicated,

but in 21% of cases, the options were rated as comparable (Appendix Table 14). At the end of our

5
Before the experiment, we standardized the capitalization of edits and fixed the spacing of punctuation marks in WNC

edits. This was informed by participant feedback from smaller pilot studies.
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Fig. 7. Experiment results for neutrality and fluency variables.
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Table 5. Experiment results. For fluency and neutrality, participants chose between an AI and a human edit.
P-values are computed using two-tailed binomial tests for whether the probability of picking an AI edit differs
from 0.5. For additions and removals, participants evaluated each of the AI and human edits separately but
were shown both at the same time. This table reports human addition and removal data aggregated over
both matchups. P-values are from chi-squared tests on whether human vs AI edits differed in frequencies of
adding or removing information. ‘Delta’ is the AI proportion minus the human proportion. Stars: n.s. p>0.05,
*p<0.05, **p<0.01 ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001

Question Type Comparison AI proportion Human proportion Delta

Neutrality Human vs ZeroShot 0.70 0.30 0.40****

Neutrality Human vs CAI 0.69 0.31 0.38****

Fluency Human vs ZeroShot 0.65 0.35 0.30****

Fluency Human vs CAI 0.57 0.43 0.14***

Add Human vs ZeroShot 0.27 0.28 -0.02 (n.s.)

Add Human vs CAI 0.34 0.28 0.06**

Remove Human vs ZeroShot 0.41 0.40 0.01 (n.s.)

Remove Human vs CAI 0.42 0.40 0.02 (n.s.)

experiment, participants guessed how often other participants selected the AI edit as more neutral.

The actual rate of AI neutrality preference (70%) was generally higher than participants’ forecasts

(𝑀 = 58%; 𝑆𝐷 = 16), but 75% of participants predicted that AI edits would be chosen over 50% of

the time (Appendix Figure 11).
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Fluency. Participants rated AI edits as more fluent (Table 5; Figure 7) than human edits in 65%

of zero-shot choices (95% CI = [61, 68]) and 57% of CAI choices (95% CI = [53, 60]), 𝑝 < 0.001 for

both by two-tailed binomial tests and conditional logistic regression.

Additions and removals. Participants evaluated whether each rewrite added or removed

information from the original edit, excluding changes that increased NPOV compliance (Table 5).

Participants were shown human and AI edits simultaneously but answered questions for each

separately. We analyzed judgments of human edits in two ways. First, aggregating across both

AI matchups, we found CAI edits added information more frequently (34%, 95% CI = [31, 38])

than human edits (28%; 95% CI = [26, 31]), 𝜒2 𝑝 < 0.001. However, when evaluating human edits

alongside CAI edits, participants reported a higher information addition rate (33%, 95% CI = [30,

37]) than when evaluating human edits alongside zero-shot edits (23%; 95% CI = [20, 26]). This

led to a directionally similar but not statistically significant difference between human and CAI

additions at the matchup level (Appendix Table 13). High-addition CAI edits may have heightened

participants’ awareness or changed perceptions of additions in human edits.

6 LLM NEUTRALITY GENERATION: QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
To reconcile LLMs’ low detection performance with crowdworkers’ high preference for AI edits, we

conduct a qualitative analysis of AI-generated vs human edits to better understand differences. We

discuss cases (Figure 8) that exemplify recurring patterns and significant implications that emerged

upon inspection.

AI is high-recall and low-precision compared to Wikipedia editors; models generally change the

text that editors change, and much more. See Cases 4 (Figure 8e), 5 (Figure 8b), and 9 (Figure 8c).

The human editor made a few changes. But both AI editors made many changes. However, many of

these changes were to more than just NPOV-violating words. LLMs also make various grammatical

and stylistic tweaks that may have influenced participants’ judgments. We call the sum of these

changes ‘NPOV+’.

In some cases, the AI model correctly found the NPOV-violating string and then replaced it with

one that was no better. In Case 1 (Figure 8a), Zero-Shot and the human editor essentially agree.

However, we see that CAI has removed the word “noted” and added a long text string that is just

as NPOV-violating as “noted”.

In other cases, AI models arguably applied NPOV more faithfully than human editors, possibly

due to varying community norms on what would constitute neutrality. Case 10 (Figure 8d) is

particularly interesting. The original edit said herbal medicine “can treat” conditions. A Wikipedia

editor, possibly from the herbal medicine community, changed the edit to say the clinic “treats”

(implying more certainty in herbal medicine’s abilities). In contrast, the LLM edits reflected a degree

of doubt in herbal medicine, with CAI changing the edit to say that the clinic “claims to treat”

different health conditions and Zero-Shot saying the clinic “provides services” (with the possible

implication that such services may not be effectively rendered). Both AI edits stop short of saying

that the herbal medicine clinic actually does treat health conditions, which is what the human

NPOV editor ‘corrected’ the edit to. Another example of LLM edits removing more biased content

can be seen in Case 9 (Figure 8c), where the AI editor removes certain words like “gimmick” that

human editors retained.
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(a)

CASE: 1
Human Neutral
studio photo of Henry E. Steinway taken by the noted
photographer Mathew Brady

CAI
studio photo of Henry E. Steinway taken by the noted
photographer Mathew Brady, widely recognized for his
contributions to photography

Zero-Shot
studio photo of Henry E. Steinway taken by the noted
photographer Mathew Brady

(b)

CASE: 5
Human Neutral
NowadaysUnfortunately, this language is rarely used by
residents of Java, especially because they think out of
date.

CAI
TUnfortunately, this language is less commonrarely
used by residents of Java, reflecting changes in
linguistic preferencesespecially because they think out
of date.

Zero-Shot
Unfortunately, this language is rarely used by residents
of Java, possibespecially because it is perceived asthey
think out of date.

(c)

CASE: 9
Human Neutral
This gimmick at first got him a lot of heel heat from the
fans, but he was later being cheered by them due to the
awesome freestyle raps he madekes on other wrestlers.

CAI
This persona initially resulted in significant negative
reactions from the audience, but later, the audience's
perception shifted positively, partly due to his
engaginggimmick at first got him a lot of heel heat from
the fans, but he was later being cheered by them due to
the awesome freestyle raps abouthe makes on other
wrestlers.

Zero-Shot
This gimmick initially resulted in significantat first got
him a lot of heel heat from the fans, but he was later
received cheers frombeing cheered by them due to the
awesome freestyle raps he performmakes on other
wrestlers.

(d)

CASE: 10
Human Neutral
the clinic offers naturopathic medicine, acupuncture and
oriental medicine, nutrition counseling, chinese herbal
medicine, and more, and can treats many types of
health conditions.

CAI
the clinic offers naturopathic medicine, acupuncture and
oriental medicine, nutrition counseling, chinese herbal
medicine, and more, and claims to treat variousan treat
many types of health conditions.

Zero-Shot
the clinic offers naturopathic medicine, acupuncture and
oriental medicine, nutrition counseling, chinese herbal
medicine, and more, and provides services for
variouscan treat many types of health conditions.

(e)

CASE: 4
Human Neutral
According to Andrea Gerlin's excellent Wall Street Journal article, A Matter of Degree: How a Jury Decided that a Coffee Spill is Worth $2.9 Million, Sept. 1,
1994, p. A1, members of the jury learned at the trial that, 180-degree super-heated coffee like that McDonald's served, may produce third-degree burns
(where skin grafting is necessary) in about 12 to 15 seconds (as a reference, the boiling point of water is 212 degrees Fahrenheit).

CAI
According to theAndrea Gerlin's excellent Wall Street Journal article by Andrea Gerlin, 'A Matter of Degree: How a Jury Decided that a Coffee Spill is Worth
$2.9 Million,' dated Sept. 1, 1994, p. A1, it was reported during the trial that coffee heated to 180 degrees, such as that served by McDonald's, can
causmembers of the jury learned at the trial that, 180-degree super-heated coffee like that McDonald's served, may produce third-degree burns (where skin
grafting is necessary) within approximatelyin about 12 to 15 seconds. For context (as a reference, the boiling point of water is 212 degrees Fahrenheit).

Zero-Shot
According to Andrea Gerlin's excellent Wall Street Journal article, 'A Matter of Degree: How a Jury Decided that a Coffee Spill is Worth $2.9 Million,' Sept. 1,
1994, p. A1, members of the jury learned at the trial that coffee heated to 180 degrees,, 180-degree super-heated coffee like that McDonald's served, canmay
produce third-degree burns (where skin grafting is necessary) in about 12 to 15 seconds (foras a reference, the boiling point of water is 212 degrees
Fahrenheit).

Fig. 8. Comparing AI neutralizations to Wikipedia editor neutralizations.
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7 DISCUSSION
LLMs are increasingly used in communities with their own rules and guidelines. Is providing

these rules to LLMs enough for them to replicate community moderation decisions? We evaluated

general-purpose LLMs on their ability to (1) detect edits that violated Wikipedia’s Neutral Point of

View (NPOV) and (2) generate NPOV-compliant edits from NPOV-violating edits.

Takeaway 1: Large language models largely failed at detection.
Our results provide insight into the capabilities and limitations of LLMs in applying community-

specific neutrality norms. Across models, prompts, reasoning strategies, and self-optimizations,

performance was low—even with targeted prompts that directly incorporated Wikipedia’s guide-

lines. LLMs are trained on Wikipedia data, so this poor performance existed despite a potential data

leakage. Low detection performance suggests that applying subtle guidelines to real-world cases is

difficult for today’s general-purpose models. Notably, the largest model did the best. Perhaps even

larger models would do better. Alternatively, low performance may be due to a more fundamental

aspect of LLMs. For example, it may be that LLMs effectively ‘over-learn’ a notion (e.g., neutrality)

from broad web corpora, and specializing this notion to a community’s norms requires changing

a model’s parameters. In any case, our study suggests two future directions. First, fine-tuning

may improve performance. However, fine-tuning may also risk overfitting [26]. Another approach

involves more advanced use of retrieval-augmented-generation (RAG). Can incorporating conver-

sations from Wikipedia Talk pages or other Wikipedia data simulate the community knowledge

that editors have?

However, we must view LLM performance in the context of what is, essentially, a hard task.

NPOV edits are typically made by senior editors [34]. And crowdworkers could only guess the

biased word in a Wikipedia edit 37% of the time [37]. General-purpose LLMs might be better than

random individuals at NPOV detection but worse than expert editors.

Takeaway 2: Different models had their own biases.
Different models exhibited distinct biases. ChatGPT 3.5 was far more likely to over-predict edits as

biased, whileMistral-Medium had the opposite tendency. Contrasting failuremodes suggest that pre-

trained LLMs may internalize distinct priors about what constitutes neutrality. These distinctions

highlight one other shortcoming of relying on LLMs for such tasks. Models get introduced and

updated rapidly, and our understanding of how LLMs work can get outdated just as rapidly.

As language models become more ubiquitous, understanding these idiosyncratic biases will be

crucial. Beyond understanding these biases, they may also be utilized. Considering Wikipedia

NPOV specifically, editors engaging with opposing views play a role in maintaining neutrality [10].

Perhaps a multi-agent system simulating ‘debates’ [15, 17] can better apply nuanced rules than an

individual agent in isolation.

Takeaway 3: LLMs may apply rules in different ways from humans.
AI editors neutralize text differently from human editors. Computational metrics indicate that LLMs

typically remove the NPOV-violating words that human editors remove (79% average recall), but

they also make many other changes (37% average precision). Furthermore, while Wikipedians were

more likely to neutralize text through deletions than additions, AI editors showed the opposite

pattern. This divergence suggests LLMs may internalize and operationalize rules like NPOV in

fundamentally different ways compared to a community’s human experts. Though different is
not necessarily better or worse. Of course, one clear risk is that AI moderators can reduce the

cohesiveness of community content. Then again, LLMs may also inspire new practices. The fact
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that LLMs did not apply rules like human experts represents both a risk (discord) and an opportunity

(innovation). Future work can explore innovative uses of LLMs for content moderation that go

beyond attempting to ‘mimic’ human content moderators.

Takeaway 4: Crowd-workers preferred LLM neutralizations to Wikipedia-editor
neutralizations.
We find that crowdworkers prefer AI edits over human edits on both fluency (61% of choices)

and neutrality (70% of choices). We emphasize that participants were not Wikipedia editors. Their

judgment may not match those who would actually be using these systems for content moderation.

We view crowdworkers as more representative of Wikipedia readership than editors, and our results

should be interpreted in this context.

We hypothesize that our human evaluation findings are driven by both model size and reinforce-

ment learning from human feedback (RLHF). First, LLMs have been trained on large corpora to

predict the highest-likelihood next token [56], and so their output is often highly grammatically

correct or readable—which is not always the case for human Wikipedia edits. This tendency to

produce “expected” text may have caused participants to evaluate LLM generations more favorably.

Relatedly, through RLHF, LLMs have been trained to produce text that people—in general—will

like [56]. And when evaluated by crowdworkers, their generations are preferred to Wikipedia-

editor generations. Instruction-tuned models may be highly capable of applying rules in ways

that resonate with a broader public, even if these applications differ from community experts. A

promising area of future research is instruction-tuning models on expert feedback.

Takeaway 5:Qualitative analysis showed LLMs are ‘NPOV+’.
To reconcile LLMs’ low detection performance with high generation evaluations, we conducted

a qualitative analysis of LLM generations. Qualitative analysis confirmed what computational

experiments found: LLMs are high-recall neutralizers. In most cases, they did change the words

that human editors changed. And we also found cases in which LLMs changed words human

editors arguably should have changed. If a community prioritizes recall over precision, then LLM

generations are highly valuable.

But LLMs also make many changes, and these changes are not always related to NPOV (e.g.,

grammar or readability). Participants rated CAI-generated rewrites as adding unnecessary informa-

tion more frequently (34%) than human rewrites (28%). However, this difference was relatively small

compared to the large AI-human gap in changes measured by edit distance and diffs, suggesting

that LLMs typically make many small and unnecessary tweaks rather than add new information. If

deployed, we do not know how volunteer editors would react to AI systems making unnecessary

edits to their content. This risks engendering a loss of agency, decreasing stylistic variation, and

increasing moderator burden if moderators need to constantly check that the LLM changes are not

hallucinations.

Mixed-Initiative Content Moderation Systems
Our findings suggest promise for LLMs in mixed-initiative community moderation systems. LLMs

performed better at generation than detection, so they can create ‘first drafts’ of texts flagged

by human moderators as norm-violating. However, LLMs’ poor detection performance limits

their usability. Generating norm-compliant text once a violation is identified is valuable—but it is

impractical to have LLMs rewrite every text in a community. Therefore, effective detection would

have amplified the usability of effective generation. Future work could explore hybrid systems

that leverage LLM generation abilities while reducing reliance on costly human judgment for

detection. For instance, models could monitor Wikipedia Talk pages for comments suggesting
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NPOV violations. Based on automated triggers, these models could then offer neutralizations. This

approach would use indirect human input to address LLMs’ detection shortfalls.

Implications for Stakeholders
Here, we summarize some of the practical implications of our study.

For Wikipedia.
→ Poor NPOV Detection: Do not expect current LLMs to accurately detect NPOV violations

on their own, though LLM predictions may help moderators prioritize what to check.

→ High Recall, Low Precision: LLMs are high-recall but low-precision rule-followers. Com-

munities should be aware of the increased labor burden to verify LLM additions and the

potential loss of agency due to automated rewrites.

→ LLM Strengths:Models performed better at generation than detection, suggesting possible

use in brainstorming ‘first drafts’.

→ Rule Application: LLMs applied rules differently than experts but were preferred by

laypeople, indicating potential trade-offs between satisfying Wikipedia readers and contrib-

utors.

For Model Builders.
→ Improving Detection: Retrieval-augmented generation (integrating Wikipedia’s Talk

pages) that provides models with additional context for labels or multi-agent systems

(simulating Wikipedia-style debates) may enhance norm violation detection capabilities.

→ More Precise Constitutional AI: Constitutional AI, in particular, made many extraneous

changes, indicating a need for more refined setups or multi-objective functions that put

more weight on content preservation.

→ Expert Alignment: Fine-tuning models on expert feedback, rather than lay judgments,

can increase alignment with domain specialists.

For Platform & Tech Policy.
→ Cannot ‘Set and Forget’: LLMs’ tendency to make extraneous edits necessitates human

oversight to ensure they do not overstep their instructions.

→ Stakeholder Evaluations Essential: LLMs may generate content that appeals to the

general public but not the intended community, underlining the importance of stakeholder

input in evaluation.

8 LIMITATIONS
Our study has limitations that can inform future work. First, we focused on Wikipedia’s neutral-

ity guidelines, which are an important example of community-specific neutrality norms given

Wikipedia’s wide readership and clearly articulated norms. However, Wikipedia is just one com-

munity. Second, the Wikipedia Neutrality Corpus, the dataset we used, may not represent all

types of NPOV violations. It focuses on violations of neutral language, which is useful for our

purposes since detecting these violations does not require access to external information. Future

research can explore LLM performance on other types of NPOV violations. Third, we tested three

language models (GPT 4, ChatGPT 3.5, and Mistral-Medium), so we cannot generalize our results

to all language models. We chose these models because GPT 4 is state-of-the-art, ChatGPT 3.5 is

widely used, and Mistral-Medium is from an open-source developer. Fourth, we did not explore the

impact of fine-tuning on the results, as our goal was to understand to what extent these models

can be steered without additional resources. Fifth, no prompt experiment can rule out that some

(untested) prompts may have worked better. Though we explored a diverse range of prompting
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strategies. Our main experiment centered around providing LLMs with the text of NPOV, which

is a reasonable prompt strategy. We then systematically ablated examples and definitions. Subse-

quent experiments incorporated chain-of-thought reasoning, LLM-generated rationales, and LLM

self-generated prompts. We encourage future research to explore additional techniques, such as

more sophisticated few-shot example selection and retrieval-augmented generation. Sixth, our

dataset is noisy: Edits appear without the full article context, and we are using the judgments of

a single editor to label data as NPOV-violating (though another editor may disagree). This noise

likely deflates LLM performance. Seventh, future work can better optimize generations to match

human behavior. For example, consider generating multiple neutralizations and then selecting

the one with the least changes. Eighth, participants in our human subject experiments were not

Wikipedia editors, though their judgments likely approximate Wikipedia’s readership. Future work

could explore these dynamics with Wikipedia editors. Despite these limitations, our work offers a

detailed analysis of the NPOV detection and generation ability of general-purpose LLMs.

9 CONCLUSION
On the one hand, simply exposing models to high-level principles was insufficient for models to

reproduce the judgments of community members in particular cases. Even when models correctly

classified edits, this was correlated with the presence of a single ‘giveaway’ adjective. On the

other hand, LLMs were able to apply NPOV for generation. LLMs generally changed words that

Wikipedia editors changed, and LLM edits were also preferred over Wikipedian edits by laypeople.

This may suggest a divergence between following instructions in general and applying them to

particular cases like community members do. We suggest that even when articulating principles is

easy, having LLMs apply them to specific cases—like community members do—may still be hard.
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Table 6. Number of edits for each topic. The data consists of rewrites of biased edits.

Topic Total Edits Biased Edits Neutral Edits

Culture 56296 28148 28148

Geography 28348 14174 14174

History And Society 20986 10493 10493

STEM 8722 4361 4361

Assistance 120 60 60

A DATASET
B PROMPTS
B.1 Detection: NPOV
Note: The EXAMPLES part of the prompt is only included for the few-shot conditions.
INSTRUCTIONS
Act like an expert Wikipedia editor. Classify if this Wikipedia edit is neutral or biased.

A Wikipedia edit is biased if it violates Wikipedia's neutral point of view (NPOV) policy.

Neutral point of view policy:
- Policy 1: Avoid stating opinions as facts.
- Policy 2: Avoid stating seriously contested assertions as facts.
- Policy 3: Avoid stating facts as opinions.
- Policy 4: Prefer nonjudgmental language.
- Policy 5: Indicate the relative prominence of opposing views.

Note that even if it slightly violates the NPOV policy, it is considered biased and not neutral.

EXAMPLES
{example_str}

EDIT
{edit_here}

RETURN
a json like {"response": "biased" or "neutral", "policy_violated": "none" if neutral else policy violated,
"reasoning": reasoning} and nothing else

B.2 Detection: NPOV Scoped
Note: The EXAMPLES part of the prompt is only included for the few-shot conditions.

INSTRUCTIONS
Act like an expert Wikipedia editor. Classify if this Wikipedia edit is neutral or biased.

A Wikipedia edit is biased if it violates Wikipedia's neutral point of view (NPOV) policy.

Neutral point of view policy:
- Policy 1: Avoid subjective and judgmental language. Word choice should use a disinterested,
impartial tone and avoid language that sympathizes with or disparages the subject.

- Policy 2: Avoid phrasing that implies how ‘believable’ a statement is. Word choice can imply
how believable the author considers a statement to be.

- Policy 3: Avoid stereotypes. Word choice can imply stereotypes about gender, race or other
demographic categories.

- Policy 4: Avoid presenting opinions as facts. Opinions should be attributed to a person, a
group of people who hold the opinion, or where appropriate, described as a widespread view.

Note that even if it slightly violates the NPOV policy, it is considered biased and not neutral.

EXAMPLES
{example_str}
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EDIT
{edit_here}

RETURN
a json like {"response": "biased" or "neutral", "policy_violated": "none" if neutral else policy violated,
"reasoning": reasoning} and nothing else

B.3 Detection: Minimal
Note: The EXAMPLES part of the prompt is only included for the few-shot conditions.

INSTRUCTIONS
Act like an expert encyclopedia editor. Classify if a given statement is neutral or biased.

Note that even if it slightly violates the NPOV policy, it is considered biased and not neutral.

EXAMPLES
{example_str}

STATEMENT
{edit_here}

RETURN
a json like {"response": "biased" or "neutral", "reasoning": reasoning} and nothing else

B.4 Detection: LLM Bootstrapped Prompt (NPOV-Scoped)
Note: This prompt format follows DSPY’s Chain of Thought implementation.

Act like an expert Wikipedia editor. Classify if this Wikipedia edit is neutral or biased.
A Wikipedia edit is biased if it violates Wikipedia's neutral point of view (NPOV) policy.
Neutral point of view policy:
- Policy 1: Avoid subjective and judgmental language. Word choice should use a disinterested,
impartial tone and avoid language that sympathizes with or disparages the subject.

- Policy 2: Avoid phrasing that implies how 'believable' a statement is. Word choice can imply
how believable the author considers a statement to be.

- Policy 3: Avoid stereotypes. Word choice can imply stereotypes about gender, race or other
demographic categories.

- Policy 4: Avoid presenting opinions as facts. Opinions should be attributed to a person, a group
of people who hold the opinion, or where appropriate, described as a widespread view.

Note that even if it slightly violates the NPOV policy, it is considered biased and not neutral.

---

Follow the following format.

Edit: edit
Reasoning: Let's think step by step in order to ${produce the answer}. We ...
Answer: neutral or biased

---

Edit: hydrogen pipelines are unfortunately more expensive than even long-distance electric lines.
Reasoning: Let's think step by step in order to produce the answer. We first identify if the edit uses subjective or
judgmental language. The word "unfortunately" introduces a subjective viewpoint, implying a negative aspect of
hydrogen pipelines compared to electric lines. This word choice violates Policy 1 by not maintaining an impartial tone.
It also subtly presents an opinion
as a fact, which is against Policy 4, as it does not attribute this viewpoint to a specific source or
acknowledge it as a perspective rather than an objective truth. Therefore, the edit does not adhere to the neutral
point of view policy.
Answer: biased

---

(...Omitting more examples for space...)

---

Edit: {EDIT_HERE}
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Reasoning: Let's think step by step in order to

B.5 Detection: LLM Bootstrapped Prompt (NPOV)
Note: This prompt format follows DSPY’s Chain of Thought implementation.

Act like an expert Wikipedia editor. Classify if this Wikipedia edit is neutral or biased.
A Wikipedia edit is biased if it violates Wikipedia's neutral point of view (NPOV) policy.
Neutral point of view policy:
- Policy 1: Avoid stating opinions as facts
- Policy 2: Avoid stating seriously contested assertions as facts
- Policy 3: Avoid stating facts as opinions
- Policy 4: Prefer nonjudgmental language.
- Policy 5: Indicate the relative prominence of opposing views.
Note that even if it slightly violates the NPOV policy, it is considered biased and not neutral.

---

Follow the following format.

Edit: edit
Reasoning: Let's think step by step in order to ${produce the answer}. We ...
Answer: neutral or biased

---

Edit: he developed a complex story-line with theological themes, as adam warlock, who had emerged from a kind of virgin
birth, confronted a dictatorial universal church of truth founded by his evil future self.
Reasoning: Let's think step by step in order to produce the answer. First, we examine if the edit states
opinions as facts. The edit provides a summary of a storyline involving Adam Warlock, a character from
comic books, and describes the plot and themes involved. It does not present opinions as facts but rather summarizes
the content of a fictional work. Second, we check if it states seriously contested assertions as facts. The edit does not
make assertions about real-world events or figures but discusses a fictional narrative. Third, we consider
if it states facts as opinions. The edit does not frame factual information as opinion. Fourth, we evaluate the
use of nonjudgmental language. The language used to describe the storyline and themes is neutral and descriptive
without passing judgment. Fifth, we assess if it indicates the relative prominence of opposing views. Since this edit is
about a specific storyline within a comic book, the concept of opposing views is not applicable in the same way it would
be for a real-world issue. Therefore, based on these considerations, the edit does not violate the NPOV policy.
Answer: neutral

---

(...Omitting more examples for space...)

---

Edit: {EDIT_HERE}
Reasoning: Let's think step by step in order to

B.6 Detection: LLM Auto-Generated Prompt
Note: This prompt format follows DSPY’s Chain of Thought implementation.

Please meticulously evaluate the content of the indicated Wikipedia edit. Our aim is to determine its alignment with the
principles of neutrality and objective information presentation. An edit falls under "neutral" if it maintains or improves
the essential impartial perspective of the topic by offering well-referenced data, balanced interpretation, and avoids
espousing a specific ideology, viewpoint, or favoritism towards any subject matter or entity portrayed. Conversely,
categorize an edit as "biased" when it skews towards advocating a singular perspective: conspicuously highlighted
by the use or omission of particular terminologies, incorporation or deletion of facts that possess agenda-driven subtexts,
or through nuanced alteration playing to subjective opinions, ideologies, or non-verifiable anecdotes that conspicuously
colour the narrative away from evidentiary neutrality. In making your categorization, lavish detail on linguistic nuances,
presentation styles, and contextual frame shifts evoked by the edit, analyzing its departure from or congruity to
non-partisan, factual, information dissemination aimed at fostering an informed readership.
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---

Follow the following format.

Edit: edit
Reasoning: Let's think step by step in order to ${produce the answer}. We ...
After thorough inspection, the Wikipedia edit's alignment with neutral-objective editing standards is: neutral or biased

---

Edit: {EDIT_HERE}
Reasoning: Let's think step by step in order to

B.7 Generation: NPOV Scoped
Note: The CONSTRAINTS section of the prompt is only included in the ‘Is Constrained’ condition.
Given a biased Wikipedia edit, make minimal changes to make this edit neutral according to Wikipedia's neutral point of view
(NPOV) policy.

Neutral point of view policy:
- Policy 1: Avoid subjective and judgmental language. Word choice should use a disinterested, impartial tone and avoid language
that sympathizes with or disparages the subject.
- Policy 2: Avoid phrasing that implies how 'believable' a statement is. Word choice can imply how believable the author
considers a statement to be.
- Policy 3: Avoid stereotypes. Word choice can imply stereotypes about gender, race or other demographic categories.
- Policy 4: Avoid presenting opinions as facts. Opinions should be attributed to a person, a group of people who hold the opinion,
or where appropriate, described as a widespread view.

CONSTRAINTS
- Change as few words as possible
- Make minimal changes

EDIT
{EDIT}

RETURN an extractable json like {'neutral_edit':EDIT}

B.8 Generation: CAI
Note: the CONSTRAINTS section of the prompt is only included in the ‘Is Constrained’ condition.
B.8.1 Critique request.

Identify specific ways, writing in one paragraph, in which this Wikipedia edit
violates Wikipedia's neutral point of view (NPOV) policy.

Neutral point of view policy:
- Policy 1: Avoid subjective and judgmental language. Word choice should use a
disinterested, impartial tone and avoid language that sympathizes with or
disparages the subject.
- Policy 2: Avoid phrasing that implies how ‘believable’ a statement is. Word
choice can imply how believable the author considers a statement to be.
- Policy 3: Avoid stereotypes. Word choice can imply stereotypes about gender,
race or other demographic categories.
- Policy 4: Avoid presenting opinions as facts. Opinions should be attributed
to a person, a group of people who hold the opinion, or where appropriate,
described as a widespread view.

EDIT
{EDIT}

RETURN a json like {'critique':critique}

B.8.2 Revision request.

Please rewrite the wikipedia edit based on this critique.

CRITIQUE
{CRITIQUE}
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EDIT
{EDIT}

CONSTRAINTS
- Change as few words as possible
- Make minimal changes

RETURN a json like {'new_edit':new_edit}
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C DETECTION RESULTS

Table 7. Logistic regression predicting accuracy. The reference level for edit distance is ‘low’, the reference
model is ChatGPT 3.5, the reference prompt is ‘minimal’, FewShot is compared to ZeroShot, and the reference
topic is ‘Assistance’. The word count of the edit is z-scored. ORs are shown with 95% CIs are in parentheses.

Dependent variable: Accuracy

(1)

EditDistance[high] 1.433
∗∗∗

(1.211 , 1.696)

EditDistance[med] 1.863
∗∗∗

(1.605 , 2.162)

Examples[FewShot] 1.005

(0.901 , 1.122)

Intercept 0.795
∗∗

(0.651 , 0.971)

Model[GPT-4] 1.248
∗∗∗

(1.091 , 1.427)

Model[MistralMedium] 1.150
∗∗

(1.006 , 1.315)

Prompt[NPOVScoped] 0.974

(0.851 , 1.114)

Prompt[NPOV] 0.962

(0.842 , 1.101)

RootTopic[Culture] 1.447
∗∗∗

(1.215 , 1.724)

RootTopic[Geography] 1.011

(0.850 , 1.203)

RootTopic[HistoryAndSociety] 1.074

(0.903 , 1.277)

RootTopic[STEM] 1.314
∗∗∗

(1.103 , 1.565)

ZScoreEditWordCount 1.098
∗∗∗

(1.023 , 1.177)

Observations 5358

Pseudo 𝑅2
0.016

Note: ∗
p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

C.1 Tests for Model Error Imbalance
We assessed the statistical significance of model error patterns. Assume a null hypothesis (HO)

where a model’s errors are equally likely to be false positives (FPs) or false negatives (FNs). (Here,

an FP means falsely predicting that an edit is biased and an FN means falsely predicting that an

edit is neutral.) Under this null hypothesis, the proportion of errors that are FPs should be 0.5.

We tested whether a model’s errors significantly deviated from this proportion using a two-tailed
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binomial test. In Figure 2b we visualize the distribution of FPs under a null hypothesis that 𝐹𝑃 = 𝐹𝑁

against the actual proportion of errors that are FPs. We reject the null hypothesis for ChatGPT 3.5

(𝑝 < 0.001) and Mistral-Medium (𝑝 < 0.001), but not GPT-4 (𝑝 = 0.68)— indicating that the first

two models are more prone to specific types of errors.

C.2 Modeling Whether Explanations Predict Accuracy
We analyzed whether the explanation that the LLM gives predicts accuracy. One set of features

captures the complexity of the explanation: word count, average word count, LIWC cognitive

reasoning words, Flesh-Kincaid reading grade level, and the count of conjunctions (as used in [24])

from LIWC. Another set of features captures rule reference (the degree to which rationale integrated

prompt and NPOV words): maximum common substring between the explanation and the prompt,

the count of NPOV-related words
6
, and the semantic similarity (using SBERT [38]) between the

prompt and the rationale. Finally, we also measured the amount of emotion words in the explanation

using LIWC’s emotion category. For cognitive reasoning words, conjunction words, emotion words,

and NPOV-related words, we divided the count by the total number of tokens in the explanation.

Before entering variables into the logistic regression, we z-scored all non-categorical variables so

they can be interpreted on a similar scale—as a change in odds associated with a +1SD increase.

See Table 8 for results.

6
The list of words were: [’wikipedia’, ’contested’, ’contest’, ’opinion’, ’policy’, ’neutral’, ’subjective’, ’subjectivity’, ’judgemen-

tal’, ’judgment’, ’judge’, ’believe’, ’stereotype’, ’opinion’, ’fact’, ’factual’]. These words were based on the specific prompts

we used and Wikipedia’s NPOV guidelines.
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Table 8. Logistic regression predicting accuracy of classifications by explanation features. Non-categorical
variables are z-scored so odds ratios are interpreted as the change in odds per standard deviation increase in
the predictor. Odds ratios are shown with 95% CIs in parentheses.

Dependent variable: Accuracy

(1)

Examples[FewShot] 1.051

(0.938 , 1.177)

Intercept 1.098

(0.906 , 1.330)

Model[GPT-4] 1.351
∗∗∗

(1.155 , 1.578)

Model[MistralMedium] 1.295
∗∗∗

(1.118 , 1.499)

Prompt[NPOVScoped] 0.873

(0.736 , 1.037)

Prompt[NPOV] 0.893

(0.760 , 1.048)

avgwordlength 0.958

(0.887 , 1.034)

cognitivewords 0.970

(0.906 , 1.038)

conjunctions 0.905
∗∗∗

(0.850 , 0.964)

emotionwords 1.089
∗∗∗

(1.026 , 1.155)

maxoverlap 0.983

(0.914 , 1.057)

policywords 1.124
∗∗∗

(1.051 , 1.201)

readinggradelevel 1.056

(0.981 , 1.137)

roottopic[Culture] 1.385
∗∗∗

(1.155 , 1.660)

roottopic[Geography] 0.911

(0.762 , 1.088)

roottopic[HistoryAndSociety] 1.109

(0.928 , 1.325)

roottopic[STEM] 1.250
∗∗

(1.044 , 1.498)

similaritytoprompt 1.149
∗∗∗

(1.070 , 1.233)

wordcount 0.799
∗∗∗

(0.740 , 0.863)

Observations 5085

Pseudo 𝑅2
0.022

Note: ∗
p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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D GENERATION RESULTS

Table 9. OLS regressions of intensity metrics. 95% CIs in parentheses.

Edit Distance Word Count N Changes

(1) (2) (3)

Intercept 0.556
∗∗∗

47.270
∗∗∗

25.880
∗∗∗

(0.535 , 0.577) (44.539 , 50.001) (24.404 , 27.356)

IsConstrained[Y] -0.209
∗∗∗

-17.100
∗∗∗

-12.940
∗∗∗

(-0.239 , -0.179) (-20.962 , -13.238) (-15.028 , -10.852)

IsConstrained[Y]:PromptType[ZeroShot] 0.102
∗∗∗

16.500
∗∗∗

8.610
∗∗∗

(0.059 , 0.144) (11.039 , 21.961) (5.657 , 11.563)

PromptType[ZeroShot] -0.270
∗∗∗

-18.620
∗∗∗

-15.365
∗∗∗

(-0.300 , -0.240) (-22.482 , -14.758) (-17.453 , -13.277)

Observations 800 800 800

𝑅2
0.447 0.142 0.324

Adjusted 𝑅2
0.445 0.138 0.321

Residual Std. Error 0.153 (df=796) 19.673 (df=796) 10.637 (df=796)

F Statistic 214.783
∗∗∗

(df=3; 796) 43.738
∗∗∗

(df=3; 796) 126.924
∗∗∗

(df=3; 796)

Note: ∗
p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table 10. OLS regressions of edit-level accuracy NLG metrics, which are computed based on comparing the
sets of words that AI and humans removed from edits. P,R,S,N,B are precision, recall, similarity, non-disjoint,
and BLEU score. 95% CIs in parentheses.

P R S N B

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Intercept 0.289
∗∗∗

0.886
∗∗∗

0.275
∗∗∗

0.900
∗∗∗

0.230
∗∗∗

(0.246 , 0.332) (0.837 , 0.934) (0.234 , 0.315) (0.849 , 0.951) (0.200 , 0.260)

IsConstrained[Y] 0.070
∗∗

-0.070
∗∗

0.053
∗

-0.040 0.213
∗∗∗

(0.009 , 0.131) (-0.139 , -0.001) (-0.004 , 0.110) (-0.112 , 0.032) (0.170 , 0.255)

IsConstrained[Y]:PromptType[ZeroShot] 0.029 -0.031 0.015 -0.025 -0.059
∗

(-0.057 , 0.115) (-0.129 , 0.066) (-0.066 , 0.096) (-0.127 , 0.077) (-0.118 , 0.001)

PromptType[ZeroShot] 0.085
∗∗∗

-0.113
∗∗∗

0.070
∗∗

-0.075
∗∗

0.253
∗∗∗

(0.024 , 0.146) (-0.182 , -0.044) (0.012 , 0.127) (-0.147 , -0.003) (0.210 , 0.295)

Observations 800 752 796 800 800

𝑅2 0.043 0.050 0.028 0.019 0.313

Adjusted 𝑅2 0.040 0.046 0.024 0.016 0.311

Residual Std. Error 0.310 (df=796) 0.340 (df=748) 0.291 (df=792) 0.367 (df=796) 0.216 (df=796)

F Statistic 11.972
∗∗∗

(df=3; 796) 13.033
∗∗∗

(df=3; 748) 7.567
∗∗∗

(df=3; 792) 5.220
∗∗∗

(df=3; 796) 121.098
∗∗∗

(df=3; 796)

Note: ∗
p<0.1;

∗∗
p<0.05;

∗∗∗
p<0.01
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Fig. 9. AI had both more removals and more additions than human editors. Error bars are 95% CIs.
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Table 11. OLS regressions of additions and removals, excluding stopwords. 95% CIs in parentheses.

Count of Added Words Count of Removed Words

(1) (2)

Intercept 17.455
∗∗∗

8.425
∗∗∗

(16.421 , 18.489) (7.834 , 9.016)

IsConstrained[Y] -10.630
∗∗∗

-2.310
∗∗∗

(-12.093 , -9.167) (-3.146 , -1.474)

IsConstrained[Y]:PromptType[ZeroShot] 8.250
∗∗∗

0.360

(6.181 , 10.319) (-0.822 , 1.542)

PromptType[ZeroShot] -12.315
∗∗∗

-3.050
∗∗∗

(-13.778 , -10.852) (-3.886 , -2.214)

Observations 800 800

𝑅2
0.364 0.151

Adjusted 𝑅2
0.361 0.148

Residual Std. Error 7.452 (df=796) 4.257 (df=796)

F Statistic 151.733
∗∗∗

(df=3; 796) 47.118
∗∗∗

(df=3; 796)

Note: ∗
p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Each point is a condition-level average from 1 of 32 analytical decision sets.
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Fig. 10. To rule out that our generation findings were dependent on seemingly minor analytical choices we
made (such as stop-word removal), we re-ran this analysis 32 times under different analytic decisions. We
varied (1) whether undefined precision calculations were treated as zero or missing, (2) whether undefined
recall calculations were treated as zero or missing, (3) whether or not diff-based metrics stripped punctuation,
(4) whether or not diff-based metrics stripped stop-words, and (5) whether BLEU scores were calculated with
smoothing. Condition-level metrics (colors) are broadly similar regardless of analytical decision set.
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E HUMAN EXPERIMENT
E.1 Participant Demographics
Participants’ genders were woman (57.1%), man (39.5%), non-binary (1.4%), other (1.4%), prefer not

to disclose (0.7%). Participants’ ages were 25-34 (32.7%), 35-44 (26.5%), 45-54 (17.0%), 18-24 (12.9%),

55-64 (6.8%), 65 or over (4.1%). Participants’ levels of educational attainment was bachelor degree

(42.2%), some college but no degree (22.4%), high school degree or equivalent (e.g., GED) (12.2%),

graduate degree (e.g., Masters, PhD, M.D) (12.2%), associate degree (10.2%), less than high school

degree (0.7%. )

Table 12. Conditional logistic regression models of the odds of choosing an AI edit over the human edit, for
both neutrality and fluency. Results are on the log odds scale, with SEs in parentheses.

Dependent variable:

Neutrality Fluency

(1) (2)

conditionZeroShot 0.854
∗∗∗

0.613
∗∗∗

(0.080) (0.077)

conditionCAI 0.802
∗∗∗

0.276
∗∗∗

(0.080) (0.075)

Observations 2,940 2,940

R
2

0.076 0.027

Max. Possible R
2

0.500 0.500

Log Likelihood −902.892 −978.853
Wald Test (df = 2) 213.350

∗∗∗
77.010

∗∗∗

LR Test (df = 2) 232.068
∗∗∗

80.146
∗∗∗

Score (Logrank) Test (df = 2) 225.874
∗∗∗

79.104
∗∗∗

Note: ∗
p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table 13. Experiment results. For fluency and neutrality, participants chose between an AI and a human
edit. P-values are computed using two-tailed binomial tests for whether the probability of picking an AI edit
differs from 0.5. For additions and removals, participants evaluated each of the AI and huamn edits separately
but were shown both at the same time. This table reports human addition and removal judgements at the
matchup level. P-values are computed using chi-squared tests on whether human vs AI edits differed in
frequencies of adding or removing information. ‘Delta’ is the AI proportion minus the human proportion.
Stars: n.s. p>0.05, *p<0.05, **p<0.01 ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001

Question Type Comparison AI Proportion Human Proportion Delta

Neutrality Human vs ZeroShot 0.70 0.30 0.40****

Neutrality Human vs CAI 0.69 0.31 0.38****

Fluency Human vs ZeroShot 0.65 0.35 0.30****

Fluency Human vs CAI 0.57 0.43 0.14***

Add Human vs ZeroShot 0.27 0.23 0.03 (n.s.)

Add Human vs CAI 0.34 0.33 0.01 (n.s.)

Remove Human vs ZeroShot 0.41 0.40 0.01 (n.s.)

Remove Human vs CAI 0.42 0.40 0.02 (n.s.)

Table 14. Neutrality results from a ‘both-equal’ pilot. Following our main experiment, we ran a pilot study
(n=20; 15 trials each) where we used the same setup but gave participants an option to select ‘No substantial
difference’. We only ran this pilot study for neutrality. The risk ratio is the ratio of the proportion of times an
answer was chosen relative to the proportion of times the human rewrite was chosen.

Comparison Choice Proportion Chosen (95% CI) Risk Ratio (95% CI)

Human vs CAI CAI 0.61 ([0.53, 0.69]) 2.49 ([1.88, 3.48])

Human vs CAI Human 0.25 ([0.18, 0.31]) —

Human vs CAI Both Equal 0.15 ([0.09, 0.20]) 0.59 ([0.35, 0.94])

Human vs ZeroShot ZeroShot 0.56 ([0.48, 0.64]) 3.65 ([2.54, 5.85])

Human vs ZeroShot Human 0.15 ([0.10, 0.21]) —

Human vs ZeroShot Both Equal 0.28 ([0.21, 0.35]) 1.83 ([1.18, 3.00])
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Fig. 11. At the end of the experiment, participants guessed (via 0-100 slider) how often others chose the AI
edit as more neutral than the human edit. The question was: “For each pair of rewrites you saw, one rewrite
was made by a Wikipedia editor and the other rewrite was made by a large language model (LLM) such as
ChatGPT. Like you, other participants were not told which was which. What percent of the time do you think
participants said the LLM rewrite increased neutrality more than the Wikipedia-editor rewrite?”
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Table 15. Robustness checks of main results. ‘Human Prop.’ and ‘AI Prop.’ denote the proportion of times
the human or AI rewrite was chosen. P-values are computed using two-tailed binomial tests for whether the
probability of picking an AI edit differs from 0.5. ‘Delta’ is the AI proportion minus the human proportion.
Subsets: All data; Participants who were above the 25th percentile in study duration; Participants who got all
3 training module questions correct. Stars: n.s. p>0.05, *p<0.05, **p<0.01 ***p<0.001, ****p<0.0001

Subset Question Type Comparison

AI

Prop.

Human

Prop.

Delta

Full data Fluency Human vs CAI 0.57 0.43 0.14***

3 of 3 Correct Fluency Human vs CAI 0.64 0.36 0.27****

>25th Percentile Duration Fluency Human vs CAI 0.55 0.45 0.11*

Full data Fluency Human vs ZeroShot 0.65 0.35 0.30****

3 of 3 Correct Fluency Human vs ZeroShot 0.67 0.33 0.34****

>25th Percentile Duration Fluency Human vs ZeroShot 0.64 0.36 0.29****

Full data Neutrality Human vs CAI 0.69 0.31 0.38****

3 of 3 Correct Neutrality Human vs CAI 0.75 0.25 0.50****

>25th Percentile Duration Neutrality Human vs CAI 0.68 0.32 0.37****

Full data Neutrality Human vs ZeroShot 0.70 0.30 0.40****

3 of 3 Correct Neutrality Human vs ZeroShot 0.75 0.25 0.49****

>25th Percentile Duration Neutrality Human vs ZeroShot 0.70 0.30 0.39****
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